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To date the Global Economy has somewhat
recovered from the initial impact of the COVID
19 pandemic; the recovery largely resembles
a V shape or, more accurately, a “Nike
Swoosh”.

Meanwhile, in spite of a delay in bi-partisan
agreement on a follow-up US fiscal package, US
consumers in aggregate still have some cushion as
part of the initial government transfer payments has
been saved rather than spent, as detailed by the
chart from Credit Suisse below:

There occurred very sharp economic decline in the
second quarter caused by widespread lockdowns.
However it is the cumulative economic impact
which is more important than the initial, and
currently the cumulative impact is smaller than the
economic hit caused by the 2008 Great Financial
Crisis (GFC).

Chart 1) Change in US Consumer Wallet

This is due largely to the unprecedented and
coordinated support provided by both Central
Banks and Governments. This support has for the
most part reached its intended areas, benefitting
consumers and businesses; by comparison support
in the aftermath of the GFC was used replenishing
the black holes on bank balance sheets.
Sources: BEA, the Bloomberg Professional service & Credit Suisse

The biggest risk to a continuation of the recovery
would be a premature removal of this support – a
risk of which, at least the Central Banks, seem to be
very aware.

The US and Japan are expected to regain their
pre-Covid levels of real GDP sometime in 2021, the
Eurozone somewhat later. The path for the UK is a
bit more uncertain as it remains unknown which
shape Brexit will take.

The US Federal Reserve, European Central Bank,
Bank of England and Bank of Japan have all pledged
to keep interest rates at record lows and liquidity
flowing, until full employment has been achieved
and the risk of deflation has been averted. They
have also urged governments to keep enacting the
necessary fiscal measures.

Chart 2) Real GDP (Q4 2019 = 100)

We expect governments to follow through on this
eventually, though in the US this could be delayed
until after the elections.

Sources: Refinitiv, Capital Economics
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Still, some permanent damage will have been done,
and the cumulative hit to Global GDP is estimated by
Capital Economics at 3% from its previous, pre-Covid
path by the end of 2022.

There are large sectoral differences in earnings
impact between industry sectors from the
pandemic; consumer spending on goods such as
groceries, technology, home improvement and
fitness gear has been strong, whereas services
sectors dependent on people gathering in closed
spaces - like restaurants, theatres, retail stores –
and tourism, travel and transportation are affected
very negatively. The US S&P 500 stock index is
heavily weighted towards companies whose
businesses have been resilient in the face of the
pandemic such as the technology sector and
companies like Google, Amazon and Netflix. This has
been a key reason for the S&P 500 index
outperforming most international indices, as well as
other US stock indices such as the Dow or the
Russell 2000 (small cap) index.

Chart 3) Global GDP, USD Trillions

Source: Capital Economics

Chart 5) Wide variation in growth across companies,

with median earnings growth above aggregate growth

Meanwhile risk markets have remained
remarkably resilient, in part because the
prospect of close to 0% interest rates for the
foreseeable future means there is no real
alternative to stocks or corporate bonds to
generate positive investment returns.
Stocks are valued on long term cashflow potential
rather than current year earnings and the hit from
the pandemic is in aggregate expected to have
washed out by 2022.
Chart 4) Expectations Global EPS Growth, %

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank

We added again to equity exposure over the
summer months, mainly to resilient areas
such as global growth stocks and technology.
Portfolios are currently back to “neutral”
equity weightings, having been underweight
before the pandemic started.
We remain positive on global risk assets for
the medium and long term, though there is
some potential for market volatility in the
current quarter mainly due to 2 factors: a
resurgence of Covid-19 infections plus the
imminent US elections.

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP
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Regarding the former: there seems to be a “second
wave” of infections happening in many places, which
could intensify as activities move indoors during the
winter months.

It must be noted though that, although the headlines
about daily new infections are alarming, the death toll
from this second wave is not nearly as high, due to a
number of factors including better knowledge about
effective medication and treatment plans.

Chart 6) Weekly new cases, deaths from Covid 19 in the USA

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

In relation to a vaccine, according to the WHO, there
are currently 10 credible vaccines in phase 3 clinical
trials; historically the success rate of medicines that
reach phase 3 trials is around 70%. This makes it very
likely that one or more viable vaccines will be available
next year; though efficient, widespread and equitable
distribution will be a challenge.

The chart above shows weekly new cases (blue line)
and deaths (red line) resulting from Covid 19 in the
US; most European countries show similar patterns.
Some of the Asian countries that were early and
effective in preventing the spread of the virus and
now have good tracking systems such as, China and
South Korea, show a more benign pattern. By
contrast some developing markets such as India
and Brazil, are struggling with the containment of
the virus and look significantly worse. Governments
seem keen to avoid implementing broad lock downs
again and are resorting to more localized measures
and restrictions on public gatherings, while aiming
to keep most businesses functioning.

Regarding the US elections: many commentators
say the current elections are the most unusual
they have witnessed, happening in the midst of
a pandemic which means many more votes than
usual will be submitted via mailed ballots, coupled
with a surprise change in the Supreme Court.
A record 80 million Americans are expected to vote
by mail rather than visit the polls in person, meaning
Election Officials will have to process about twice as
many postal ballots than in previous elections.

Most European countries have pledged to keep
fiscal support measures, including furlough schemes
in place through next year. The UK government had
planned to end their furlough scheme at the end of
this month but has just announced it will continue
to pay two thirds of the wages of workers in
companies forced to close by tighter rules
implemented to combat the current surge in
infections. The US, as mentioned above, is likely
to come to an agreement on new fiscal support
measures but possibly only after the elections.

Methods vary; some States counts ballots as they
arrive by mail whereas other States (some important
“Swing States” among them) only start counting postal
ballots on election night. It might therefore take
longer than usual to get the final result. Only time
will tell if the Supreme Court will have to step in, as
in 2000.
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A bigger factor is the overall make up of
government, in whether it is split (making it harder
for one party to effect significant policy change)
or unified.

All of this could be a source of short-term market
volatility. From a longer-term perspective though,
the US President’s party affiliation has had little
effect on the performance of the US Stock market.

Chart 7) Returns have historically been strong regardless of the composition of Washington

Some individual taxes will also be raised. In total,
the proposed tax increases will reach USD 4 trillion
over 10 years. At the same time he envisions an
increase in government spending on infrastructure,
accessible housing, education, etc. totalling USD 5
trillion over 10 years. So fiscally quite neutral on
balance, but giving a short-term boost to the
economy, with some redistribution from companies
and high earners. Analysts estimate that the
proposed changes to the corporate tax rate will
provide a one time “hit” to earnings growth of
around 8%. Over the long term, the corporate tax
rate has had little effect on US corporate earnings
growth, as illustrated below:

The final election outcome remains highly uncertain
but increasingly large institutional investors are
starting to discount the possibility of a “blue sweep”
where Democrats retain the House, gain control
of the Senate and Joe Biden wins the presidency.
Both Credit Suisse and Capital Economics give this
scenario a 40% possibility. The next most likely
outcome they consider to be a “red sweep”, with
a Trump re-election and a Republican House and
Senate, with a 35% possibility. Under either
scenario, we can expect an effective fiscal stimulus
package being implemented (though the details of
the stimulus will differ). A unified government (75%
probability) will be more effective than a split
government. But even with a unified government,
it is not very likely that either party will obtain more
than the 60% of Senate votes needed to avoid
filibusters, meaning that new policies will only pass
through reconciliation – making very radical policy
changes unlikely.

Chart 8) Changes in the corporate tax rate historically
have had no impact on the long run trend in S&P 500
earnings per share

Clearly the types of fiscal policies favoured by both
candidates differ. President Trump has not set out
concrete proposals but will probably push for
further tax cuts, though the size would be smaller
than in 2017. Joe Biden, in contrast, is proposing a
partial undoing of the 2017 corporate tax cuts,
raising the corporate tax rate from 21% back to 28%
and taxing companies’ “global income”.

Source: Deutsche Bank
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To gauge the effects of possible tax changes on
different industry sectors, it is interesting to see the
graphic below, showing the change in the effective
tax rate on different sectors from the Trump tax cuts
in 2017:

President Trump has been trying to dismantle ACA
through the courts, but most analysts think he is
unlikely to completely dismantle ACA even with a
more conservative Supreme Court.
The energy, healthcare and financial sectors will
probably experience tighter regulation under
a Biden presidency. Also, the large dominant
Technology (platform) companies will come under
tougher scrutiny, although the break-up of Big
Tech as proposed by Elizabeth Warren is not likely
under Biden. In any case, closer scrutiny on the
dominance of large technology and communications
companies is becoming a bipartisan issue and
expected to increase whoever wins the election.

Chart 9) Change in effective tax rate post TCJA
(Tax Cuts and Jobs Act) 2017 reform

In terms of trade, both parties share a wariness
of China, its trade policies and attitudes towards
intellectual property and human rights. So, the
relationship with China will remain testy under
either candidate.

Source: Oxford Economics/Refinitiv Datastream.
Note: excludes loss making companies

The largest positive impact was felt by Utility
companies, with the Real Estate and Materials sector
experiencing negligible effect. The effect on the Tech
sector was relatively small.

Trump could also start to focus on trade deficits
with other trading partners such as the EU, Asia and
Mexico, and possibly pull the USA out of the World
Trade Organization. Biden will likely have a softer
and more cooperative stance towards other trading
partners but is also not a proponent of “free trade”,
having included “Buy America” and reshoring in his
campaign topics. Biden is likely to re-join the Paris
Climate accords and encourage investment in
renewable energy.

Besides the possible outcomes of a corporate tax
increase, there will be different regulatory effects on
industry sectors. Regarding health care: Biden’s plan
would slightly boost spending and give around 5 to
10 million people extra coverage – which would be
less than the 22 million originally planned under the
Affordable Care Act (ACA).

It is worthwhile to start contemplating the possible longer-term effects of the pandemic on the global
economy. This will largely be a topic to be addressed in future reports, after the outcome of the US
elections and the final shape of Brexit is known, but we can already indicate some broad issues.
1)	What will be the longer-term effects on inflation from the unprecedented monetary stimulus offered
by global Central Banks?
Chart 10) M3 Money Growth (% YoY)

Chart 11) Velocity of Money Circulation (GDP/M3)

Source: Capital Economics

Source: Capital Economics
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Inflation is a function of the amount of money in circulation, the speed (velocity) at which this money
moves through the system, and the quantity of available goods. The interplay between these factors is
complicated and not as mechanistic or “automatic” as the formulas imply. Currently the growth of the
money supply has been very high due to Central Bank rescue policies (see graph 10). As the velocity of
money circulation has dropped significantly due to the pandemic (graph 11), this has not translated
into broad based high inflation, in spite of the fact that the available quantity of some goods and
services is currently in short supply.
Chart 12) CPI Inflation in Advanced Economies (%)

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

Most Central Banks are targeting a 2% inflation rate, which is not expected to be reached in the next 2 years
or so. Powerful deflationary forces emanating from increased use of technology have now been joined by
overcapacity due to the pandemic and will keep inflation subdued for now. After that, much will depend on
Central Banks and their willingness (or not) to let inflation run above target for a while; many central bankers
have voiced their preference for “average” inflation targeting over a cycle where periods of subpar inflation
can be followed by somewhat above target inflation.
2) What will be the pandemic’s longer-term effects on both
public and private sector debt?

Chart 13) Government Budget Balance

(% of GDP)

It is clear that governments have opted to let go of all
constraints in fighting the economic fall out from the
pandemic. Budget deficits are expected to correct themselves as the economy heals but are still expected to be
larger at the end of 2022 than prior to the crisis. As can
be seen from the example of Japan, which has had very
high government debt for many years now without “bond
vigilantes” punishing this by demanding high interest rates,
it is possible for governments that are in charge of their
Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics
own currency to run large deficits without ill effects on bond
yields, especially if the Central Bank cooperates by standing ready to buy bonds, as is currently the case. We can
imagine a future where governments are expected to play a larger role, for instance in providing health care,
education, and investing in infrastructure during a transition to cleaner energy. The effect this will have on inflation
and interest rates longer term will depend for a large part on the role that central banks will be willing to play.
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Chart 14) Private Debt – Banks are in much better

Banks globally were in much better shape going into
the present crisis than before the 2008 financial
crisis. In addition household debt, and mortgage
debt, is at much more sustainable levels.

shape than before the Great Financial Crisis

Some corporate sectors are highly indebted, and
as governments gradually start passing the baton
to the private sector once we move past the
pandemic it will become clear which businesses
remain viable and which will fail or be taken over.
We therefore remain selective and focussed on
quality and long terms earnings sustainability when
picking stocks and corporate bonds.

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

All in all, we remain positive on stocks and
other risk assets such as selected corporate
bonds and emerging markets bonds.

Equity weightings in portfolios are back to “neutral”
levels; for clients who recently added new cash
we are dollar cost averaging this into the markets
seeing any setbacks that could result from news
flow around the US elections, Brexit or the
pandemic as a buying opportunity.

Developed Market government bonds have
become very unattractive at current
suppressed yields, and the long end of the
government bond curve is very vulnerable as
even a slight uptick in yields will cause a large
fall in capital value, with yields being this low.

As always, please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or
comments, about the contents of this report or your portfolio in general.
We hope you are safe, and well, and keeping in good spirits in these most
unusual and turbulent times.
Portfolio Management Team ISGAM AG

Marianne
Rameau ASIP

This document is prepared for educational and informational purposes ONLY, by ISGAM AG. Please click here for the important information.
It is not intended nor should it be considered an invitation or inducement to buy or sell a security or securities noted within nor should it be
viewed as a communication intended to persuade or incite you to buy or sell security or securities noted within. The information provided is not
to be treated as advice. It has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person or entity.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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